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ARCTISEN online benchmarks

“[Learned about] Cultural sensitive tourism”

From April to June 2021, ARCTISEN organized online benchmarks that replaced the originally

(pre-COVID-19) planned physical benchmarks, such as the benchmarking trip to Greenland in

2019 (read more here and here). 

O N L I N E  B E N C H M A R K S

Since COVID-19, digital platforms have been more useful than ever and as an alternative for the

physical benchmarks, ARCTISEN aimed to connect different tourism actors online. This report

shows how the digital benchmarks were received by the participants based on a survey that the

ARCTISEN team sent out in June 2021. 
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“(..) Canada is further behind the [culturally sensitive tourism] work done in other

Scandinavian countries”

“Plan the [guiding tours/trips] from the tourist’s point of view”

“My understanding of the different areas and their specialities became wider”

“We got some new ideas for guest speakers for our annual conference AND for the

entrepreneurs business supporting program we offer”

“I learnt a lot, mainly about the differences and similarities between the countries. Important for

me was the discussion of stereotypes (Norway) and certificates (Sweden) and also to understand

the high quality of the presented companies in Sweden”

https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisenonlinebenchmark/
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisenonlinebenchmark/files/2021/04/Take-ways-from-benchmark-Greenland-.pdf
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisen/2020/04/02/kaffemik-in-nuuk/
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisen/2020/03/05/souvenirs-from-sisimiut/
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisenonlinebenchmark/files/2021/06/Take-aways_Norway_updated.pdf
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisen/2021/05/18/greetings-from-virtual-benchmark-visit-in-norway/
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisenonlinebenchmark/files/2021/06/Online-Benchmark-Finland-4.pdf
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisenonlinebenchmark/files/2021/06/Canadian-ARCTISEN-Webinar_ShortReport.pdf
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisenonlinebenchmark/files/2021/06/Online-Benchmark-Sweden.pdf
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisen/2021/05/24/virtual-benchmarking-trip-in-finnish-lapland/?fbclid=IwAR3qJ4qzt_eFX0Q1UBzXf-Blw538jNhc-ug_QdXGUyo7yvUQEvJL5BIvwcU
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisen/2021/07/01/online-benchmark-trip-to-sweden-on-the-way-to-a-cross-border-tourism-label/
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/arctisen/2021/07/01/greetings-from-the-canadian-arctisen-webinar/
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The respondents

58%
have (maybe) expanded their

network. 

In total, 92 people participated

in the online benchmarks, of

which 13 responded to the

feedback survey. The main

target group of the benchmarks

are tourism entrepreneurs.

However, due to the online

format, other tourism actors

have been invited as well, which

has resulted in a diverse group

of participants. 

W H O ?

As the graph to the right indicates, the

majority of the participants learned

something new or got new ideas in

relation to their work as a result of the

benchmark(s). The quotes on the previous

page highlight what they have learned. 

R E L E V A N C E

The benchmarks were held to facilitate and

build a network of Arctic tourism

entrepreneurs. However, this has been more

challenging to achieve in an online format

where the possibilities to meet and interact

with each other are limited. Nevertheless,

33% of the participants indicate to have

made new acquaintances and 25% have

maybe expanded their network. 

N E T W O R K I N G

33%
indicated to have made new

acquaintances

83%
found the webinar(s) very

relevant and useful. 



Video visits: Instead of visiting the companies physically, we showed videos of Arctic

tourism entrepreneurs and their businesses. 

Company presentations: Local tourism entrepreneurs presented their company or were

interviewed about their company in relation to the country-specific benchmark themes. 

Break-out sessions: All the online benchmarks, except for Canada, hosted break-out

sessions, where participants could discuss and connect in small groups. 

Common discussions: There were also discussions where all participants could listen, ask

questions and engage with the discussed topics.

F E A T U R E S  O F  T H E  O N L I N E  B E N C H M A R K S :  

The participants of the Norwegian benchmark especially valued the features that revolved

around the entrepreneurs, such as the video visits and company presentations.

N O R W A Y

Exploring the country-
specific benchmarks
This section explores the participants’ feedback in relation to each benchmark they attended

and the specific features that were part of the benchmark webinars. The results indicate how

relevant the online benchmarks have been to the participants. 

The video visits and company presentations were most relevant for the Finnish benchmark

participants. The Finnish team visited the companies physically and showed videos of these

meetings during the benchmark. 

F I N L A N D



The Canadian benchmark did not include break-out sessions. The participants found the

videos and company presentations, where the entrepreneurs shared their experiences, most

relevant. According to the survey respondents, the discussion during the Q&A was also a

valuable feature. 

C A N A D A

Summary:

The results showed that especially the company presentations, the common discussions and

the video visits were relevant to the participants. During the Swedish benchmark, there was

more focus on the company presentations and common discussions than on the break-out

sessions. 

S W E D E N

ARCTISEN - Culturally sensitve tourism in the Arctic

BREAK-OUT SESSIONS
Result: Least relevant feature
How come: There was a limited

amount of time to introduce oneself

and to discuss the themes related to

the benchmarks. 

Recommendation: Experiment with

longer sessions and clear questions to

discuss.

COMPANY STORIES
Includes videos and presentations

Result: Most relevant feature

How come: This can be due to (1) both

a visual and auditory experience of

experts in the field: the entrepreneurs

and (2) the ability to identify oneself

with the entrepreneurs including their

challenges and stories. 

Recommendation: Experiment with

these kind of features in both digital

and physical future benchmarks

TAKE-AWAYS
Online benchmarks were a good

format for knowledge exchange.

Tourism actors have gained new

inspiration from the experiences of

the entrepreneurs.

Making new connections has

happened, but shows to be more

challenging in an online format

https://www.facebook.com/arctisen
https://twitter.com/ArctisenTourism
https://sensitivetourism.interreg-npa.eu/

